Evidence exists that clinical outcomes improve for stroke patients admitted to specialized Stroke Units. The Toronto Western Hospital created a Neurovascular Unit (NVU) using beds from general internal medicine, Neurology and Neurosurgery to care for patients with stroke and acute neurovascular conditions. Using patient-level data for NVU-eligible patients, a discrete event simulation was created to study changes in patient flow and length of stay pre-and post-NVU implementation. Varying patient volumes and resources were tested to determine the ideal number of beds under various conditions. In the first year of operation, the NVU admitted 507 patients, over 66% of NVU-eligible patient volumes. With the introduction of the NVU, length of stay decreased by around 8%. Scenario testing showed that the current level of 20 beds is sufficient for accommodating the current demand and would continue to be sufficient with an increase in demand of up to 20%.
INTRODUCTION
Studies have shown that stroke unit care is associated with reduction of patient death and dependency [1, 2, 3, 4] . A systematic review by the Stroke Unit Trialists' Collaboration found that stroke unit care showed reductions in the odds of death and institutionalized care [5] . Chen et al. found that the average length of stay (LOS) of acute stroke patients was shortened after the implementation of a stroke unit [6] . Kapral et al. [7] assessed the effect of the Ontario Stroke System and found that processes of care and outcomes after stroke were improved. Research has shown that stroke patients who receive appropriate interventions in a timely fashion have better outcomes [8] , and Lahr et al. [9] found that an increased number of stroke patients received the recommended interventions when treated at a centralized stroke unit. The Clinical Effectiveness & Evaluation Unit at the Royal College of Physicians of London created a set of standards for evaluating stroke units. One key indicator included in the standards is whether or not stroke patients were treated for at least 90% of their stay in the stroke unit [10] .
In 2009, the Canadian Stroke Network published best practice recommendations for the implementation of a stroke unit, highlighting the ideal ratio of resources (e.g., beds, nurses, rehabilitation specialists) to patients, summarized from published ratios based on clinical implementations of stroke units [11] . Other countries and organizations have also published guidelines for implementing stroke units [12, 13, 14] ; however, there is little guidance on how to implement a stroke unit while considering patient flow in related units that share similar resources.
In response to the evidence of improved outcomes for stroke patients in designated stroke units, many centres are looking at centralizing stroke care in stroke units, and there is research studying where and how to locate and organize stroke units [15, 16, 17] . In Toronto, it was mandated to create three stroke regions to centralize stroke care within those specific hospitals' stroke units [18] .
The Toronto Western Hospital (TWH), an acute care hospital and regional stroke centre in Toronto, Canada, created a Neurovascular Unit (NVU) in September 2011 -a next generation stroke unit for stroke and acute neurovascular conditions. TWH is a 272-bed academic health science centre which serves the population of downtown Toronto. As an estimate of volumes, the Emergency Department (ED) sees 60,000 patients annually. Patients were considered to be NVU-eligible based on their most responsible diagnosis (a list of ICD10 codes of the most responsible diagnoses for a patient's admission to hospital representing stroke and other acute neurovascular conditions was compiled to determine which patients would benefit and should be treated in the NVU). NVU patients could take complex paths through any number of units before entering into the care of the NVU. A majority of patients entered through the ED and were then treated on a selection of wards: General Internal Medicine (GIM), the Intensive Care Unit (ICU), the Neuro-Critical Care Unit (NCCU), Neurosurgery, and/or Neurology. Prior to the implementation of the NVU, stroke patients at TWH received care primarily from the GIM, Neurology, or Neurosurgery services. With limited resources, beds were needed from these services to implement the NVU. In order to create a 20-bed NVU, ten beds were allocated from GIM, five were allocated from Neurology, and five from Neurosurgery. Twenty beds were chosen using estimates of demand from previous years in an ad-hoc manner. Prior to this study, it was unclear, under resource constrained conditions, how internal bed allocation would influence the operational effectiveness of the NVU, as well the units whose beds were allocated to create the NVU. Furthermore, increased stroke patient volumes were expected, as stroke patients started being redirected from nearby hospitals without stroke units, in accordance with the mandate set within the three Toronto stroke regions during the study time frame (in late 2012). Prior to this study, the ability of the NVU to accommodate these external demands was unknown. This study aimed to investigate the effects of bed allocation on the operational effectiveness of the NVU and the hospital overall.
In this study, a discrete event simulation model was created to study the operational effects of an NVU implementation, based on the NVU experience at TWH and to confirm whether or not the decisions made by rule of thumb when designing the NVU were appropriate. Discrete event simulation has been used in health care for the past 40 years as a decision support tool that can help determine the most efficient use of resources [19, 20] . In stroke care, simulation modeling has been used to support integrative planning for local stroke services [21] and to study the most appropriate staffing levels of specific stroke units [22] . We hypothesized that a simulation model depicting patient flow through the hospital units in question would allow for prediction of the best use of available resources. In particular, the creation of a simulation model and accompanying statistical analysis accomplishes two main goals: (1) It allows for easy visualization of the operational effects of the NVU on the other wards effected by its introduction and on the NVU-eligible patients, (2) It allows for potential generalizability of the model to other stroke units in the future. This model may be used as a future planning tool to support hospitals in effectively implementing a stroke unit.
METHODS

Data Sources
Actual bed history data for all NVU-eligible patients, determined by most responsible diagnosis (see Table 1 ), from 12/31/2009 to 09/26/2012, were used to create two discrete event simulations of patient flow pre-and post-NVU implementation. Pre-NVU was defined as patients discharged by September 6, 2011, while Post-NVU was defined as patients admitted by November 1, 2011 . Patient data between Pre-NVU and Post-NVU, considered transition data, were discarded. During this transition time, service levels were deemed to be inconsistent, as it was the period of training and adjustment for the NVU. For the purposes of this study, NVU-eligible patients were divided into two patient types -stroke and neurovascular (NV). Classifications were made by grouping the ICD-10 codes as defined by the hospital.
Actual bed history data for all non NVU-eligible patients who visited the GIM and Neurology/Neurosurgery units, the units which allocated beds in order to create the NVU, was also collected. The inpatient visits were grouped into the same pre-NVU and post-NVU time periods as described above. All data were extracted from the electronic patient record at TWH. For each patient, we collected the LOS in each nursing unit that they were seen in as well as the LOS in the emergency department (if applicable). In addition, we also collected the most responsible diagnosis associated with their stay.
Patient Flow
In the discrete event simulation of the patient flow of NVU-eligible patients at TWH, each ward was grouped into one of five main units: (1) ED, (2) GIM, (3) NCCU, (4) Neurology/Neurosurgery, and (5) others. Patients exited the hospital via three paths: home, death, and transfer. To determine flow paths and proportions, data were processed to match each ward into a major unit of ED, GIM, Neurology, Neurosurgery, and NCCU, and the percentages of NVU-eligible patients flowing from each unit to every other unit were calculated. Figure 1 provides a screenshot of the post-NVU simulation model depicting the patient flow of NVU-eligible patients. The most dominant pathways are from the ED to a GIM unit, a neurology unit, or the NVU.
Statistical Modeling
The simulations of NVU-eligible patients were created using Simul8 discrete event simulation software [23] . All data processing was performed using Microsoft Excel, and all statistical distributions were fitted with @RISK [24] statistical software. @Risk ensures that the distributions used to represent the real data are within 95% accuracy. Simul8 allows the creation of a visual representation of patient flow through the various units in the hospital using fitted distributions and mathematical representations of relationships between various parameters. Simulations use much probability and are as such not 100% accurate and must be sufficiently validated to ensure that the results are usable. Simul8 automatically calculates many metrics including average and maximum utilization of each unit, time in the system per patient, and others which will be referenced in the following sections. Model input parameters included (1) inter-arrival rate distribution of new patients into the system, (2) flow paths and proportions of patients into and out of each ward, (3) LOS distributions for each of the five main units, and (4) bed capacities for each of the five main units. Each of the five main units may comprise several hospital wards and the number of beds available in each unit was calculated by totaling the beds for any wards in that unit. The post-NVU simulation model contained routing instructions for the simulated patients sent to the NVU at times of full capacity; these patients would be redirected to the Neurology ward in the discrete event simulation, reflecting actual practice at TWH. Inter-arrival rates were determined from the duration of time between consecutive NVU-eligible patients arriving at the hospital. Each inter-arrival time was calculated from the historical data and statistical distributions were fitted to the inter-arrival values using @Risk, and fit was evaluated using the R 2 statistic. To determine LOS distributions, all data entries were filtered by unit, and the LOS values of all visits to that unit were collected. Statistical distributions were then fitted to the LOS values using @Risk. The simulation models used the visual logic function in Simul8 to read in LOS distribution parameters and flow proportions from external files.
Model Validation
The simulation models presented above were validated following the process presented by Macal [25] . Input and output data were validated by checking the agreement of the data with the original data sources and ensuring the appointments that occurred at the hospital also occurred in the models and the durations of the various stages matched the durations in the original data. Requirements validation was conducted by several parties independently to ensure all the constraints worked as expected. Face validation was conducted by subject matter experts at the TWH to ensure the output of the models was realistic given the known assumptions present in the models in question. In addition to the above validation processes, process validation was also conducted on the simulation model. The validity of the simulation models was assessed through two additional simulations that were modeled deterministically rather than stochastically. Patients arrived at the exact admission times in the data, followed the exact path taken during their stay according to the visit area data, and stayed in each unit exactly as the LOS data indicated. The deterministic models were set up to run a length of time such that all patients in the data were able to enter the system. The stochastic models were set up to run the same amount of time, and output data were collected for both sets of models. The deterministic results were then compared to the 95% confidence interval of the stochastic results. The metrics considered were the number of arrivals to the system, the number of patients serviced by the various units, and the average utilization of the units.
Experimental Design
Using the simulations, four sets of experiments were conducted to study the following key questions:(1) how much demand can the system handle at its current capacity, (2) how much bed capacity should the NVU have, (3) what are the impacts if the LOS in the NVU is reduced, and (4) what are the overall impacts of the NVU implementation on the bed capacity of the various units. In each experiment, a single factor or variable was modified and simulation outputs were collected and analyzed.
For the first three sets of experiments, the following metrics were observed: average NVU utilization (number of NVU beds occupied); average NVU percent utilization For the last set of experiments, answering the question about overall impacts of the implementation of the NVU, discharge type, total time in system, average utilization for each unit, and maximum utilization for each ward were observed.
Since simulations have inherent probability, we perform multiple runs and report on the mean and confidence interval of all results. In our case, the following numbers of runs were deemed sufficient: The trial for the Pre-NVU model consisted of 45 runs of 14616 hours each. The trial for the Post-NVU model consisted of 68 runs of 7870 hours each. The amount of data available for the pre-and post-NVU models was different and hence required differing number of runs.
To determine the level of demand the system can potentially handle, simulated interarrival rates were increased by 5%, 10%, 15% and 20%. To determine the optimal bed capacity of the NVU for the current as-is system, the simulated number of available beds was varied between 15 and 30. To determine the impacts on the system if a reduction in LOS for NVU patients hospitalization was achieved, simulated LOS was reduced by 12, 24, 36, and 48 hours.
Non NVU-Eligible Patients
Descriptive statistics were used to determine the operational effects of the NVU on the GIM and Neurology/Neurosurgery units that allocated bed resources to create the NVU. The average and standard deviation of the LOS was calculated for non-NVU patients visiting the GIM and Neurology/Neurosurgery units both pre-and post-NVU implementation.
RESULTS
The actual data showed 1312 NVU eligible patients in the pre-NVU collection period and 640 NVU eligible patients in the post-NVU collection period. Of these patients, 376 (28.65%) had a most responsible diagnosis classified as NV pre-NVU and 184 (28.79%) had a most responsible diagnosis classified as NV post-NVU. The remainder of NVU eligible patients had a most responsible diagnosis classified as Stroke.
Patient Flow
The entry points pre-and post-NVU were very similar, with a majority of simulated patients (63% and 65%, respectively) entering through the ED, and 17% and 19%, for pre-and post-NVU respectively, coming in for surgery. The remaining patients entered directly to a ward. After the ED, there was a large difference in simulated patient flow pre-and post-NVU, with fewer patients going to GIM and Neurology post-implementation because they went to the NVU instead. Admissions to GIM dropped from 47% pre-NVU to 7% post-NVU, and admissions to Neurology dropped from 17% to 9%.
Statistical Modeling
The inter-arrival rate of patients into the system was represented by an exponential distribution with parameter of 11.354 hours pre-NVU and a parameter of 12.306 hours post-NVU. There were no time dependencies in the means of these distributions as there was no statistical difference in inter-arrival rate based on day of the week or time of the day.
Pre-NVU, the GIM unit contained 98 beds and neurology/neurosurgery contained 67. In order to create the NVU, 10 beds were re-allocated to the NVU from GIM, 5 from Neurology, and 5 from Neurosurgery. As a result, the bed distribution post-NVU was 20 beds in the NVU, 88 in GIM and 57 in Neurology/Neurosurgery. Log Normal or Pearson5 distributions were found to match well to the actual LOS data on the various units.
Model Validation
All relevant output metrics of the actual collected TWH data fell within the 95% confidence interval of the simulation. In particular, the following values were measured for both the pre-and post-NVU models: (1) number of patients entered, (2) jobs completed by unit, (3) average utilization by unit, (4) maximum utilization by unit, (5) maximum use at one time by unit, (6) number of redirections from the NVU (post-NVU model only), and (7) percent of redirections from the NVU (post-NVU model only). A sample of the mean values of the base post-NVU model is provided in Table 2 . The simulation models were considered to be appropriate representations of the patient flow and operations of the NVU and connecting units, and could be used to run further experiments. The experts reviewing the face validity of the model were satisfied with the model performance.
Experimental Results
The average NVU utilization in the discrete event simulation was 10.88 (54.4%), given the base capacity of 20 beds, base patient arrival rates, and base processing times. The maximum utilization at any given point in time was 19.83 (99.1%). The NVU in the discrete event simulation treated 441.25 simulated patients. An additional 3.82 simulated patients requested service, but were sent to neurology because the NVU was full. Overall, 640 simulated NVU-eligible patients were seen in the simulation by the hospital overall.
For the first set of experiments, the demand of simulated NVU-eligible patients was increased. The average utilization increased from 54.4% at the baseline to 64.7% with a 20% increase in arrivals. The maximum utilization increased from 99.1% to 100%. Additionally, the number of redirected patients increased from 3.82 (0.9%) at the base arrival rate, to about 20.09 (3.8%) at a 20 percent increase in arrival rate.
For the second set of experiments, the number of simulated bed resources in the NVU was varied from 15 beds to 30 beds. Average utilization of the NVU increased slightly as more beds were added. At about 20-bed capacity, the rate of maximum utility increase dropped off significantly (see Figure 2) . Moreover, maximum utilization at any point increased perfectly at a one to one rate until 20-bed capacity was reached, after 354 Discrete Event Simulation of Patient Admissions to a Neurovascular Unit which it remained constant. Patients requiring NVU beds were sent to the neurology ward if the NVU was full. The percentage of patients redirected decreased rapidly as more beds were added from the minimum capacity of 15. However, the rate of improvement in the number of redirections decreased with diminishing returns. By the 20-bed capacity, both the percent of redirected patients and the rate of improvement were very small, as shown in Figure 3 . The point where diminishing returns began to exceed improvements was 20 beds, which was the bed capacity in the actual NVU. Although some of these results are intuitive and expected, it was important to the physicians planning the NVU to have them validated in such simulation. The third set of experiments involved decreasing the simulated total LOS for patients in the NVU. There was a linear decrease in average bed utilization rate as the average LOS for patients in the NVU decreased. Average utilization decreased from 54.4% at baseline to 43.0% with a decrease in LOS of 48 hours. Similarly, the maximum bed utilization rate also decreased linearly. Maximum utilization decreased from 99.1% at baseline to 90.2% with a reduction in LOS of 48 hours. The number of patients redirected due to the NVU being full decreased from 4.82 patients at baseline to 0.39 with a reduction in LOS of 48 hours. For the final set of experiments, the results of the pre-and post-NVU simulations were compared. After introducing the NVU, there were significant decreases in simulated utilization in the GIM and Neurology/Neurosurgery units, as patients were being admitted to the NVU instead. Average GIM utilization dropped from 7.4 to 0.7 patients and average neurology/neurosurgery utilization dropped from 8.6 to 1.6 patients post-NVU. The maximum utilization dropped from 15.9 to 4.1 and from 18.4 to 6.5 patients in GIM and neurology/neurosurgery, respectively. The efficiency of the system increased, as the average total LOS of NVU-eligible patients decreased from 300 hours to 276 hours post-NVU implementation.
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Non NVU-Eligible Patients
There were a total of 13351 (417 patients per month) and 4802 (150 patients per month) actual visits of non-NVU-eligible patients to GIM and Neurology/Neurosurgery, respectively, in the 32-month pre-NVU period, and 3727 (373 patients per month) and 1394 (140 visits per month) visits in the 10-month post-NVU period. Although not statistically significant, the LOS in the hospital for patients admitted to GIM as well as Neurology/Neurosurgery decreased over time with the introduction of the NVU. Patients admitted to GIM had an actual average LOS of 219.8 hours pre-NVU, which reduced by 24 percent to 167.8 hours post-NVU. Similarly, the average LOS for patients admitted to Neurology/Neurosurgery decreased from 246.3 hours pre-NVU to 199.7 hours post-NVU. Furthermore, in patients admitted to both GIM and Neurology/Neurosurgery, there is a reduction in the standard deviation of LOS and the median LOS as well.
DISCUSSION
This study has demonstrated the value of using discrete event simulation approaches in planning for stroke unit implementation. The discrete event simulation model was able to confirm that the 20 beds re-allocated from GIM, Neurology, and Neurosurgery to the NVU was able to accommodate the demand under current conditions. Furthermore, the simulation confirmed that NVU-eligible patients previously admitted to GIM and Neurology/Neurosurgery were admitted to the NVU after it was implemented, thereby following best practice recommendations for stroke patients to be cared for on a stroke unit. Moreover, there were no adverse effects to non-NVU-eligible patients visiting units that allocated beds to create the NVU. In fact, the LOS for these patients decreased after the implementation of the NVU. Additionally, the outputs of the simulation models were deemed satisfactory by the physicians working in the NVU.
The NVU in the discrete event simulation treated 442 out of 640 simulated NVUeligible patients, showing that about 70% of eligible patients were treated in the NVU. Ideally, the physicians of the NVU would expect to see 80% of eligible patients treated in the NVU. The reasons that we would not expect to see 100% of eligible patients in the NVU are the following: (1) About 5% of patients are assumed to be classified incorrectly as NVU-eligible via the administrative database. (2) One of the limitations to using hospital administrative data in the development of the simulation model is that the administrative data do not capture all the exclusion criteria for the NVU. For example, palliative patients or those with severe dementia who suffer a condition that would normally make them NVU-eligible are excluded and re-directed to GIM. This number is reflected accurately in the simulation and was confirmed by GIM and Neurology physicians. (3) Another 5% of patients are either sent home or do not become stable enough to be transferred from the ICU. This number is also accurately represented in the simulation. However, there still remain another 10% of patients (the difference between the actual 70% and the expected 80%) that should be treated in the NVU. Upon closer inspection of the actual data and discussions with neurologists, it was found that there remained a number of patients being treated in Neurology and Neurosurgery because beds in the NVU were being used by other services incorrectly. Efforts are being undertaken by the hospital to ensure that all NVU-eligible patients be treated in the NVU.
The discrete event simulation showed that there was room within the current capacity of 20 beds to accommodate a 20% increase in demand. However, with the improvement in system function, the 10% of NVU-eligible patients not currently treated in the NVU will soon be directed there. Thus the increased demand that can be accommodated from other hospitals with current NVU resources is closer to 10% or just under 100 patients per year.
Our preliminary analysis shows that an NVU is possible within an acute care hospital and can be implemented using existing resources. The NVU at TWH resulted in an observed decrease in LOS for the care of NVU-eligible patients. This observed decrease is likely a result of the introduction of the NVU; however, it is also possible that it is due to other hospital-wide interventions such as lean processes being adopted hospital-wide and/or other quality improvement initiatives. Before approaching the implementation of an NVU, hospitals should conduct a thorough analysis of their own NVU-eligible patients to determine their demand as well as what resources they currently use in their hospital. This will help them calculate how many patients they can expect to see in their NVU and how much volume will be removed by the introduction of the NVU and from where. This will help immensely in their planning.
The current simulation model only includes bed resources and NVU-eligible patients, but does not differentiate between stroke types and stroke severity or between acute and alternative level of care days in the hospital. Additionally, the effect of transitions at disposition, e.g., stroke rehabilitation, is also not included. More research is warranted to include additional NVU resources, such as staffing, and to evaluate aspects such as the impact of the transition to stroke rehabilitation and differences in stroke severity. Additionally, it will be important to determine whether the initial operational benefits of the implementation of the NVU have been sustained beyond one year. A separate study will examine whether the expected improvements in clinical outcomes have been achieved.
CONCLUSION
A Neurovascular Unit can be implemented within an acute care hospital using existing resources with minimal disruptions and no adverse effects to the operations of the hospital, as was done in the case of the NVU at the TWH. After implementation of the NVU, NVU-eligible patients previously treated in the GIM or Neurology and Neurosurgery wards, were treated in the NVU instead and received specialized neurovascular care. Additionally, the NVU at the TWH achieved decreased LOS for the care of NVU-eligible patients.
Literature shows that NVUs are a good choice for patient outcomes. The NVU at TWH was designed by rule of thumb and the analysis presented in this paper confirmed, retrospectively, that this NVU has been a good choice operationally as well. The analysis of the NVU at TWH showed that the average NVU utilization is currently under 60% in the discrete event simulation. As a whole, the analysis suggests that there is room to accommodate more than a 20% growth in the number of patients at the current capacity and processing time. The number of redirected patients expected to come with growth in demand is not of sufficient magnitude to justify an introduction of more beds to the NVU. In addition, the analysis suggests that if patients can be discharged home or transferred to a rehabilitation facility earlier, more beds will become available in the NVU, which can therefore serve a greater demand. However, further research is warranted to model the complexities of alternative level of care days, staffing resources, and their impact on clinical outcomes.
